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AIIMS RISHIKESH
DENT FOR PURCHASE OF STORES
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(FORM P-2)

Please fill a serparate form for each item

Please fill completely in triplicate. incomplete forms and those with illegible
writing may not be accepted.

Name of items with full specifications
& required accessories

MiraCradle@- Neonate Cooler

Quantity(in
figures and
words)

01 2,30000.00 2,30000.00

Specifications-
Therapeutic
MiraCradle@

nate Cooler for
Hypothermia-

11. Neonatal Cooling Device based on

I Phase Change Material (PCM)
I technology
2. Should be abte to cool the baby

upto 33oC and maintain that for
throughout the ltherapy duration of
72hours.

3. Should use a cascaded system of
Phase Change Materials
Combination of PCMs for better
optimization
of target temperature

4. At least Six units of savFS-29 should
be provided along with one device.
Three units are used at a time and
three units are standby to avoid any
possible risk.

5. PCMs should Jfl.uu color changing
temperature in(icators

6. Should hav{ specially designed
Conduction Mattress for better
conduction of heat from the baby to
the PCM

7. Should also include an insulated
Cradle to give enough protection for
the PCM to last,for complete 72
hour treatment process

8. Both PCMs should not take more
than 6-8 hours to freeze in the
refrigerator and are then ready for
USE.

9. The whole device should be able to

N

Cost per unit
(approx) in foreign
currency and
Rupees

Total cost
(approx)

be laced i I t[e_qs!s!qt 9I a reiUsr
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radiant warmer measuring at
least 66x47 cm

10. The device should be CE approved.
11,The device should have published
clinical validation and randomized
controlled trial .
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3. For equioment. pleas_c provide the following information

Detailed description of the actual use of the equipment

Is the equipment to be used for patient care of research:

If both, state o/o of time to be used for patient care: o/o of time to be used for
resea rch

Is this/ similar equipment already available in the department?

When purchased? Cost at that time: Present functional status:
Tests/ procedures done on this equipment in last year:

Revenue generated by this equipment in last year:

If yes, what is the justification for this purchase?

Is this/similar equipment available in any other department in the Institute?

If yes, what is the justification for this purchase?

4. For Consumables, please provide following information:

Description of stocks available

When was it last purchased? In what quantity? Cost;

Source

Test/ procedures done in this period:

Revenue generated in this period:

Average annual consumption

Shelf life

Period for which this purchase will last Number of tests likely to be done with this
quantity:

5, For furniture, please provide the followinq information:

Exact location and use

Existing furniture at that place

Justification for this purchase

Possible sources (name ail sources izou know) from where item may be obtained (name,
address, phone no, fax no, email, etc of contact person)



P.3 FORM

be attached with P-2 form for Proprietary items)

AIIMS Rishikesh

PROPRIETORY ARTICLE CERTIFICATE
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1 Neo"at.l CootirgFevice Uased on Phase Change Material (PCM)technology

2 Should
hours.

be able to cool the baby upto 33oC and maintain that for throughout the therapy duration of

ti )n3 Should use a cascaded system of Phase Change Materials - Combination of PCMs for better optimizi
of target temperature

e rnd4 At least Six units {f savFS-29 should be provided along with one device. Three units are used at a tin
three units are stdndby to avoid any possible risk.

5 color changing temperature indicatorsPCMs should ha

6 ly designed Conduction Mattress for better conduction of heat from the baby toShould ave spe

PCM

L7 Should also include an insulated Cradle to give enough protection for the PCM to last for complete 7

hour treatment process

8 d not take more than 6-8 hours to freeze in the refrigerator and are then ready forBoth PCMs shoul IS

9 The whole devi

least 66x47 cm

CC should be able to be placed in the bassinet of a regular radiant warmer measuring a1

dThe device shoul be CE approved.10

1.1 The device should have published clinicalvalidation and randomized controlled trial .
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